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In This Session, We’ll Discuss:

• Funding composition and changes since March disruption

• Liquid asset and Tangible Common Equity (TCE) trends

• Liquidity rating and MRA/MRIA trends

• Risk management reminders
Liquid Assets Have Declined
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Shifts in Funding Composition
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Unrealized Losses Impact Tangible Equity
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Banks With Low TCE
Headwinds to Earnings
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Liquidity Ratings Reflect Financial Trends
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Risk Management Remains Critical

• Understand funding stability
  ➢ Core deposits are not necessarily stable

• Reciprocal Deposits
  ➢ Manage uninsured levels
  ➢ Generally not brokered
  ➢ Understand potential restrictions

• Understand operational steps to access contingent funding lines
Contingency Funding Plan Refresher

• Tailor to bank’s profile
  ➢ Deposit segmentation
  ➢ Bank-specific scenarios

• Leading liquidity stress testing practices
  ➢ Multiple time horizons
  ➢ LTWC scenario + rate restrictions & collateral haircuts
  ➢ Consider effects on earnings and capital
  ➢ Test sensitivity of key assumptions

• Secured funding sources are critical during stress events

• Addendum to SR 10-6: Interagency Policy Statement on Funding and Liquidity Risk Management